Press Release

Sashastra Seema Bal Rescued 06 Victims of Human Trafficking in Uttar Pradesh

New Delhi (06th January, 2018): In its ongoing crusade against menace of human trafficking, Sashastra Seema Bal has foiled another attempt of human traffickers on Indo-Nepal Borders on 05.01.2018. Personnel of BOP- Rupaidiha of 42nd Battalion, SSB, Bahraich (UP) during frisking and checking a bus at Trade and Transit Route, Rupaidiha, observed 06 suspected Nepalese female travellers who were accompanied by 07 Nepali males.

SSB Team carried out spot interrogation on suspicion found in their whereabouts. They were concealing some facts and were giving divergent replies, taking into cognizance of contradictions in their replies, SSB team called for NGO “MAITI”. Meanwhile, SSB continued its spot interrogation and found that female travellers were being taken to Delhi by human traffickers. The volunteers of NGO “MAITI” also interrogated the female travellers and found that their versions were contradictory.

Accordingly, rescued victims were handed over to Nepal Police and NGO “MAITI”.

Leading a campaign against human traffickers on Indo-Nepal Border and Indo-Bhutan Border, SSB has rescued 628 victims and apprehended 169 human traffickers in 159 cases in the year 2017 and is continued in year 2018.
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